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orthopedic implants: hybrid coating and sol gel glasses by spray to
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A B S T R A C T

This work presents the synthesis and deposition of hybrid sol-gel coating applied on AISI 316Lstainless
steel by dipping with the aim of providing corrosion protection to the substrate. On the top of this coating
a potentially bioactive glass (58S) made also by sol gel method with tetraethoxysilane (TEOS), triethyl
phosphate (TEP) and calcium nitrate as precursors, was applied by spray technique. This method allows
the creation of a wide distribution of particles sizes on the target. Coatings were characterized by
profilometry and optical and electronic microscopy. The surface integrity and corrosion resistance of the
coatings in time is analyzed by electrochemical tests in simulated body fluid (SBF).It is observed some
kind of detrimental effect regarding the corrosion behavior between the bioactive dots and the
underneath coating. Nevertheless the entire system results promising for further investigation since
the addition of 58S bioactive particles by spray method results appealing as it is a simple way to generate
bioactive points on the implant surface.

ã 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Biological environment is known for being aggressive for the
materials which are in contact with it. This makes corrosion
protection an essential matter to analyze when selecting an
intracorporeal permanent implant. A widely spread used material
in Latin America for surgical purposes is the AISI 316L stainless
steel even it has the limitation of being sensitive for localized
corrosion and present poor osseointegration. Here is where surface
modification becomes an appealing strategy to apply. Even though
there are many techniques to improve material's surface, coatings
highlights in this field as they generate a new surface which will
interact with the surrounding media acting as a barrier for ions
migration.

In matter of coatings, the organic-inorganic hybrid materials
have taken the attention from academic and technological
institutes due to the unusual combination of physical and chemical
properties which are capable to exhibit [1,2]. Pure inorganic films
have limitation such as micro cracks, residual porosity and the
formation of very thin films, the incorporation of non-hydrolysable
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groups has reduced some of these limitations [3–5]. The final
hybrid material consists in a Si-O-Si network modified with some
organic groups. The traditional way to apply this kind of hybrid
coating is by dipping, as this technique can arise to homogeneous
and crack free coatings with excellent corrosive properties.

However, the application of a protective coating improves only
one aspect to fulfill in the use of AISI 316L implants. Osseointegra-
tion cannot take place between materials which show no sign of
bioactivity and here another strategy requires to be chosen. An
alternative to promote bioactivity are the bioactive glasses, since
they have the ability to bond with living tissues forming an apatite
layer. If they are made by sol-gel, they have also the advantage of
high degree of purity and good homogeneity [6]. The sol gel route
starts with the preparation of a sol, obtained by mixing in aqueous
medium different precursors (in acid or basic catalyst), like
tretraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS), triethyl phosphate (TEP), and
calcium nitrate tetrahydrate as sources of SiO2, P2O5 and CaO,
respectively. After hydrolysis and polycondensation that take place
at room temperature, a gel is obtained which can be aged, dried
and stabilized at different conditions [7].

In this work we propose to generate a protective sol gel layer on
stainless steel by dipping and then to functionalize it with a sol gel
glass from the CaO-SiO2-P2O5 system, applying it by a versatile and
simple method as it is spray deposition. The aim of this surface
alization of AISI 316L stainless steel for orthopedic implants: hybrid
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treatment is to generate bioactive points spread on the surface
together with the corrosion protection produced for the under-
neath coating.

2. Experimental

The procedure followed to obtain the samples for further
evaluation in sketched in Fig. 1.

2.1. Sol gel protective layer

Stainless steel AISI 316L (SS, Roberto Cordes, Argentina) was
used as substrate. SS was polished with cloth to get a bright
finished, then cleaned and degreased with isopropyl alcohol in
ultrasound and finally coated with a hybrid organic-inorganic
coating. This hybrid organic-inorganic sol (TMS) was prepared
with tetraethoxysilane (TEOS, 99% Sigma Aldrich), methyltriethox-
ysilane (MTES, 98% Sigma Aldrich) and colloidal silica suspended in
water (SiO2, LUDOX 40 wt%, Dow). The molar ratio of the alkoxides
was kept constant (TEOS/MTES = 40/60) and the addition of
colloidal silica was 10 per cent in moles respect with the total
amount of SiO2. The final silica concentration was 200 g/L and the
water amount was kept stoichiometric. This synthesis was
performed in acidic catalysis. Coating was performed by dip
coating with a withdrawal speed of 20 cm/min. A thermal
treatment at 450 �C for 30 minutes in air atmosphere was carried
out to consolidate the coated system (referred as SS + TMS).

2.2. Sol gel bioactive layer

58S glass (60 mol% SiO2, 36 mol% CaO, 4 mol% P2O5) was
obtained using tetraethoxysilane (TEOS, 99% Sigma Aldrich),
triethyl phosphate (TEP, 99% Sigma Aldrich) and calcium nitrate
tetrahydrate (Ca(NO3)2.4H2O, Biopack) as precursors, with a
volume ratio of H2O/HNO3(V) = 6. Bioactive spots on the new
substrate (SS_TMS) were applied by spray, using 400 mm/s of
speed rate, 23 cm distance between the spray gun and the target
Fig. 1. Flowchart summary of the steps followed to prepare samples. Grey p
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and a variable pressure (0.8 or 1 Bar) for the fresh and aged sol
respectively.

Half of the prepared sol was immediately applied by spray
method (fresh sol, pressure: 0.8 Bar) on the coated substrates and
transferred to an oven at 70 �C for drying. Gelation was observed to
occur within a few hours at that temperature. The other half sol
was left for a 24 hours aging process at room temperature (aged sol,
called “RT, 24h” throughout the manuscript) in a tight container,
before being applied by spray technique (pressure: 1 bar) on coated
substrates and then submitted to a drying process at 70 �C in the
oven.

After having two types of samples (SS_TMS with 58S either
fresh or aged), samples were thermally treated in an oven at 450 �C
during 3 hours in air atmosphere in order to eliminate nitrates and
to allow calcium to diffuse into the silica network [8].

As a summary, two kinds of samples were obtained which
notation is shown below:

� SS_TMS_58S: coated samples with TMS on SS (thermal treated at
450 �C for 30 minutes) + spots of 58 S glass made using fresh sol
(72 h drying at 70 �C + 3 h thermal treated at 450 �C in air).

� SS_TMS_58S-a: coated samples with TMS on SS (thermal treated
at 450 �C for 30 minutes) + spots of 58 S glass made using aged sol
gel (RT, 24 h) (72 h drying at 70 �C + 3 h thermal treated at 450 �C
in air).

2.3. Sample superficial characterization

The thickness and homogeneity of the protective layer was
evaluated with a profilometer KLA Tencor (Alpha-Step D-100, US).

Both conditions (SS_TMS_58S and SS_TMS_58S-a) were ana-
lyzed in vitro by immersion in simulated body fluid (SBF) which
contains similar inorganic concentration of ions than the human
plasma (Table 1). The samples were immersed in SBF for 17 days,
ath leads to the protective layer and black path gets the bioactive layer.
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Table 1
Simulated body fluid chemical composition in g.L�1 [9].

NaCl KCl CaCl2 MgCl2.6H2O K2HPO4 NaHCO3 (CH2OH)3CNH2

8.053 0.224 0.278 0.305 0.174 0.353 6.057

*pHadjustedto7.25�0.05withHCl.
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and kept at 37 �C in a furnace. In all cases, samples without
immersion procedure were used as control.

Particle size, distribution and coatings visual integrity were
examined by scanning electronic microscopy (SEM) with JEOL JSM-
6460LV (Japan) equipment, prior to immersion and after 17 days in
SBF.

In order to analyze in vitro bioactivity and 58S glass dissolution,
micro-Raman assays were conducted on immersed samples in SBF
for 17 days at 37 �C using an Invia Reflex Confocal (Renishaw RM
2000, UK) with a 785 nm wavelength laser, at 50% intensity in a
window from 400 to 1400 cm�1, with 15 accumulations and
1 second of exposition per spectrum.

2.4. Electrochemical techniques

Electrochemical assays were carried out in a GAMRY Ref
600 electrochemical unit (Gamry, USA) with a conventional three
electrode cell. The reference electrode was a saturated calomel
electrode (SCE, Radiometer Copenhagen 0.241 vs Standard
hydrogen electrode, SHE), a platinum wire as a counter electrode
and the stainless steel, either bare or coated as working electrode.
SBF was used throughout the experiments.

Potentiodynamic polarization curves were scanned from open
circuit potential after stabilization to 1.2 V or a current density of 4
10�3 A cm�2 at a rate of 2 mV/s. Electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) tests were registered at the corrosion potential
(Ecorr) with amplitude of 0.005 V rms sweeping frequencies from
20000 to 0.02 Hz. Impedance data fitting was performed using
Zplot software [9].

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows the results obtained from the profilometry assays.
It can be seen that the SS_TMS coating applied by dip-coating
presented a thickness of 1.2 � 0.1 mm. The rise in the profilometry
curve is usually associated to materials' accumulation in the
transition zone.

Scanning electron microscopy photos at the initial condition
and after an immersion process are shown in Fig. 3. Samples
SS_TMS_58S-a showed most of the particles cracked, before
immersion meanwhile SS_TMS_58s showed round, agglomerated
Fig. 2. Profilometry curve obtained for the TMS coating.
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but well distributed particles on the substrate before immersion.
When considering samples after immersion, both showed
substantial dissolution of the particles and some precipitates on
the surface. EDS results showed that elements such as Ca, Na, P, Cl
and Si were present. However, it is not correct to assume either
presence or absence of hydroxycarbonated apatite (HCA) as that
only implies an elemental analysis. No presence of Ca and P related
compounds was found in the bare stainless steel substrate after
immersion in SBF.

The presence of the different compounds in the layers and their
evolution with immersion time were analyzed by micro Raman
spectroscopy. The technique is a powerfull one to analyze remain
particles in the coatings and new deposits pre and post immersion
in simulated body fluid. Fig. 4 shows Raman spectra of SS_TMS_58S
and SS_TMS_58S-a before immersion and after 17 days of
immersion in SBF. The typical spectrum of the hybrid silica based
TEOS-MTES coating was added as comparison. As the bare
substrate (stainless steel 316L) do not present any deposits at
all, the spectra is not shown [10]. Table 2 shows the individual
bands and the corresponding vibrational position in the Raman
spectra of the different types of sol gel glass studied.

The bands related with Si-O ring bonds of the tetrasilanes are
present at 485, 606, and 794 cm�1 [11,12]. The 606 cm�1 band is
associated with the Si-O ring defects [13]. The effect of MTES
presence in the TMS layer can be denoted by the ��CH3 rocking at
1169 cm�1 [14] and the Si-CH3 stretch at 1242 cm�1 [15].

The SS_TMS_58S coated systems (without and with aging
treatment of the 58S glass) without immersion in SBF, also present
some of the typical Si-O and Si-CH3 bands denoting the coating
presence. The glass particles show characteristic bands related
with a silica gel doped with phosphorus made by TEOS and TEP
[11]. were some silanol double bonds are already present, showing
that the gel is still hydrolyzing and policondensating. The effect of
calcium nitrate addition can be analyzed by the 1053 cm�1 band,
where this position denotes that the nitrate ions are surrounded by
water molecules, and that they are also coordinated by Ca cations
[16]. The presence of a band around 1060 cm�1 can be associated
with the presence of NO3

� coordinated with calcium cations [17]
and with the presence of asymmetric stretching P-O in PO4

3� [18].
It can be seen that when the aging treatment was done, the nitrates
are not bonded to the structure (free ions in the solution), and there
are also phosphates as a part of the gel structure. Ca ions enter in
the silica network by thermal migration for treatment temper-
atures higher than 350 �C, and the remaining nitrates are expected
to be driven off with temperatures above 550 �C [19,20]. As the
thermal treatment temperature chosen was 450 �C it was not
enough to eliminate all the nitrates in the glass structure, and so
they remain in the glass. After 17 days of immersion in SBF no
significant changes were found comparing both systems
(SS_TMS_58S and SS_TMS_58S-a). After the immersion time, the
nitrate bands decrease in intensity in both cases. Also the band
related with defects in the Si-O rings is stronger (606 cm�1) since it
is overlapped with O-P-O second vibration mode in phosphate
glasses [21]. The higher intensity of the peaks could be related with
the presence of a phosphate-rich deposit on the coatings surface,
after 17 days of immersion. The 761 and 1184 cm�1 are bands
related with Si-O-Si asymmetric bond vibrations in silica gels
treated below 500 �C [22], and the 1297 cm�1 band is are related
with phosphate vibrations [11,23] in the existing structure or in the
new surface deposits. There is also a strong signal related with Si-
OH (912 cm�1) [11], indicating the formation of a silanol layer on
top of the glass. This fact can be considered as the beginning of a
bioactivity signal and hydroxyapatite formation [24].

Fig. 5 shows the polarization curves obtained for the coated
samples at the initial immersion time and after 17 days of
immersion. It can be observed that TMS remains without
alization of AISI 316L stainless steel for orthopedic implants: hybrid
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Fig. 3. SEM images of the coated samples before immersion at two magnifications and after 17 days immersion in SBF.
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remarkable changes after immersion but the other coatings shows
signs of degradation since higher current density is observed after
Fig. 4. Raman spectra of SS_TMS_58S and SS_TMS_58S-a before and after 17 days of
immersion in SBF. The spectrum of the hybrid silica based TEOS-MTES coating was
added as comparison.
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immersion in SBF. This fact is related to a higher substrate exposed
area and thus with a more deteriorated coating [25].

The impedance spectra recorded for all samples at initial
conditions (immediately after immersion) and after immersion
times (17 days) in SBF at 37 �C are shown in Fig. 6. Bode
representations of impedance assays shows that the TMS layer acts
as a good barrier for the bare metal. However, the addition of
bioactive particles results in a decrease of total impedance
modulus, being more significance for the sample with 58S aged.
Bode representation of the phase angle evidences that the SS_TMS
samples have capacitive behavior with constant angles close to 90�

and no deterioration after immersion. The incorporation of
particles induces some degree of worsening on the lower layer.
The effect is more pronounced for the SS_TMS_58S-a where the
defects observed in the particles after thermal treatment (see
Fig. 3) seems to affect the lower layer too as it is evidenced in the
drop of the impedance modulus and the decrease in the phase
angle in the high frequency region. This effect is much less
pronounced for the SS_TMS_58S condition. After 17 days of
immersion in SBF, both coating containing particles show
significant deterioration meanwhile the coatings without particles
(SS_TMS) remains almost constant. SS_TMS_58S and SS_TMS_58S-
a coatings show impedance modulus similar to the bare material
nalization of AISI 316L stainless steel for orthopedic implants: hybrid
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Table 2
Individual bands and the corresponding vibrational position in the Raman spectra of the different types of sol gel glass studied. (L) is low intensity; (B) is broad peak and (S)
shoulder.

TMS SS_TMS_58S
t = 0

SS_TMS_58S-a
t = 0

SS_TMS_58S
t = 17 d

SS_TMS_58S-a
t = 17 d

Tetrasiloxane
rings
Si-O ring defects
P-O-P
Ca-NO3

Ca-NO3

O-Si-O bridge
Si-O-Si symm stretch
Si-(OH)
Si-O structural bridging

485
607(L)
794

485
606(L)
715(B L)
748(B L)

485
606(L)
712(B L)
748(B L)

486
606
606
761
912
1030

485
606
606
761
912
1028

-NO3

-CH3 rocking
Si-O-Si network
Si-CH3

P = O

1169
1245

1053
1076(S)
1170
1242

1055*
1065*
1168
1240(B)

1049*
1057(S)*
1184
1245
1297

1049*
1056(S)*
1184
1248
1297
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and an important drop of the phase angle in the high frequency
that can be related to the defects created in the film that allows the
entrance of the electrolyte in the defects of the coating.

The interpretation of the experimental data of the impedance
spectra with an electrical model of the metal/coating interface, can
lead to a better insight of the deterioration pathway. In this work
Constant Phase Elements (CPE) instead of capacitances were used
when phase angle was different from �90�. The impedance for the
CPE, ZCPE, element can be written as [26]:

ZCPE ¼ 1
Q jvð Þa ð1Þ

where Q (pseudocapacitance) and a are the CPE parameters,
independent of frequency, j is the current density and v the
frequency.

The CPE is generally attributed to distributed surface reactivity,
surface inhomogeneity, roughness or fractal geometry, electrode
porosity, and to current and potential distributions associated with
Fig. 5. Potentiodynamic polarization curves for the coated samples immediately after im
Full symbols represent after 17 days of immersion and empty symbols represents the 
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electrode geometry [27]. As Q cannot represent the capacitance
when a < 1, it can be related with the effective capacity (Ceff) of
the analyzed coating, applying a surface distribution of the
elements, which leads eq. 3 [28].

Cef f ¼ Q1=a Rsol:Rcoat
Rsol þ Rcoat

� �1�a
a

ð3Þ

Rsol is the solution or medium resistance and Rcoat is the coating
resistance. In the present work Ceff was calculated for the high
frequency part of the impedance spectra [29], assuming a parallel
array between the CPE of the coating and the Rcoat in the electric
circuits. Fig. 7 shows the Ceff for the coatings calculated for the
coated samples immediately after immersion and after 17 days of
immersion, considering a parallel arrangement of the CPEcoat and
Rcoat. The lowest effective capacity is for SS_TMS samples showing
an isolating and protective film. The SS_TMS_58S coating show and
increase in its Ceff with immersion but this increase in lower than for
the SS_TMS_58S-a evidencing that the deterioration of the film is
mersion and after immersion. (*) SS_TMS; (~) SS_TMS_58S; (!) SS_TMS_58S-a.
just immersed samples. The arrows indicate the direction of sweeping potentials.

alization of AISI 316L stainless steel for orthopedic implants: hybrid
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Fig. 6. Bode representation of impedance assays at immediately after immersion (a and b) and after 17 days of immersion (c and d) in SBF. (&) SS; (*) SS_TMS; (~)
SS_TMS_58S; (!) SS_TMS_58S-a.
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bigger for the SS_TMS_58S-a condition behaving as a leaky capacitor
non being efficient as protection for the substrate. This fact is
noticeable from Fig. 3 where cracks can be seen on the surface before
immersion and after immersion, the dissolution of the particles
occurs and the defects seem to increase. The variation of Rcoat can be
observed in Fig. 8, where the low values for Rcoat for SS_TMS_58S-a
Fig. 7. Ceff for the coatings calculated according to eq 3 for the coated samples
immediately after immersion and after 17 days of immersion.

Please cite this article in press as: S.A. Omar, et al., Protection and functio
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at both immersion times denotes the existence of electrolyte
pathways from the beginning of immersion. The decrease in Rcoat is
also noticeable for the other coatings but the TMS coating (shown in
the insert) presents a two orders of magnitude higher value of
resistance that the other coatings systems showing a better surface
coverage and isolating properties.

4. Conclusions

Sol-gel TMS coating applied onto stainless steel supplies an
enhancement in the corrosion resistance when compare with bare
metal in SBF, being a useful film with protective purposes. The
addition of 58S bioactive particles by spray method results
appealing as it is a simple way to generate bioactive points on
the implant surface; however the application denotes a loss on its
corrosion resistance. Even there is a hint of some kind of
detrimental effect regarding the corrosion behavior between the
bioactive dots and the TMS coating, the entire system SS_TMS_58S
results promising for further investigation.
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